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version for using in production? Is there any up to date list of criteria for deciding on which PHP
version to use for production? We are investigating PHP 5.3 for our current project. My concern is

compatibility with the current (old) code. Is it really okay to use a recent PHP version in
production? Is it safe to use PHP 5.3? A: For a project currently using PHP5.2.x, there are

currently no compatibility issues between PHP5.2 and PHP5.3 PHP5.2 is much more stable and
stable than PHP5.3 You can see for yourself by compiling PHP5.3 and running it. You need to
compile it yourself to test. I tried it, and there were not any stability issues. (I don't know of

anyone who has used it in this manner, but you will probably find answers on php.net) A: PHP 5.3
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